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A comprehensive menu of Kung Fu Tea from Austin covering all 15 menus and drinks can be found here on the
food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website.

What Jod likes about Kung Fu Tea:
Kung Fu Tea is always consistent and yummy. My only disappointments were that the boba lid doesn't work well

for milk foam drinks, and they were out of the Kirby one. read more. What Jojo Hu doesn't like about Kung Fu
Tea:

Incredibly disappointed with the cocoa wow that I got today. It was basically just milk and tiny bit of boba.
Because the balance of brown sugar boba was so low, the milk wasn?t even sweet at 100%. Also does this not
come with milk cap anymore? Mine definitely did not. There was a lot of flavor to be desired from this drink...The
ones i?ve gotten from the cedar park location look exactly like the ads. Other drinks se... read more. Get excited
in Kung Fu Tea from Austin for versatile, tasty Chinese cuisine that's traditionally cooked in a wok, on the daily
specials there are also a lot of Asian dishes. It should not be forgotten that there is a extensive selection of coffee

and tea specialties in this restaurant, The creative fusion of different menus with fresh and partially daring
products is highly valued by the visitors - a good example of Asian Fusion.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
LEMON

Appet�er�
YOGURT

P�z�
TEXAS

Eiste�
BLACK TEA

Te�/Koffe�/Mil�
MILK TEA

Te�
GREEN TEA

Specialt� Drink�
PEACH

Drink�
DRINKS

Ho� drink�
TEA

HOT TEA

Ingredient� Use�
MILK

FRUIT

HONEY

PASSION FRUIT

LYCHEE
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